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1\liCRO- AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES IN THE 1980's 

Af\STRACT 

After approxirnate1y 30 years experience with microprograrnmed control concepts, we 

find ourselves at an interesting turning point leading into the 1980's. Experience with 

various microprogrammed contro1 techniques has been obtained, some experience has 

been obtained in recent years in the redistribution of functions between various software 

and microarchitectural levels and we have a better idea of rnethods of tirning and 

synchronization. This know1ed~e together with the possibilities brought on by VLSI will 

meet in the 1980's and have several interesting effects upon systern architecture at 

microarchitecture and hip,her architectural levets. 

We shall consider sorne of the apportunities and limitations of VLSI and their potential 

effects upon rnicroarchitecture followed by a view of the future utilization of 

"pro~rammed Jogic". More specifically, we shall be considering the structuring of 

loRic, synchronization, microarchitecture characteristics, target rnachine properties and 

special purpose microprop,rammed machines. Further, we shall touch upon relationships 

to function distribution, computer aided design and the possibilities for architectural 

synthesis. 
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l. Jntroduc t i on 

The forecastin~ of what will happen in the future, particularly in this dynamically 

changing field can be dangerous. However, experiences with microprogrammable 

architectures and possible directions as a result of on~oing VLSI technology can lead, at 

!east in this authors point of view, to an indication of some Renerat trends in the area 

of microarchitectures and resultin~ system architectures • 

The question (what is micro to what in a system architecture?) is not always clear and 

in order to achieve a uniformity in structure between var ious architectural leve l s, 

perhaps we should use the denotation programmed logic as a Renerat concept, that can 

be applied at all levels. Further, we can use the term base logic to refer to the 

lowest levet of processes (non-reducable hardware actions in this case). This point of 

view is quite useful since the reallzation of programmed logic can indeed vary (ex. 

~ro~rammable hoRic Arrays, micropro~rams, conventional programs written in lower or 

hiRher leve! lan~uages). We shall return to this more Renerat notion of pro~rammed 

logic in latter sections of this paper. 

The majority of the cornments made in this paper are related to microarchitectures that 

are designed to emulate conventional target system instruction repertoires and interpret 

HLL (higher leve! languaRe) oriented instruction sets. However, some consideration 

will be given to the role of microarchitectures in special purpose systems in a latter 

section. With these points in mind, let us eonsåder the existing views of 

microarchitectures and their possibilities for obtaining paraHelism in microproRram 

execution. 
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2. ~Hcroarchitecture Strategies 

Many of those active in the field divide microarchitecture strategles into horizontal 

( minimall y encoded) and vertical (high ly encoded) strategles (l ,2,3). Further structuring 

such as in the Nanodata products (4) use a combination of microprogram and 

nanoprograms with corresponding architectural levets. Within these strategies, the 

introduction of paraHelism is made by the designer of the micro- and/or 

nanoarchitecture. Activation and terminatlon of paraHel base lop,lc is accomplished in 

relationship to synchronous dock cycles. 

The use of these commonly known microarchitecture strategles leads to what this author 

refers to as unnaturat parallelism, that is, man made parallelism. The possibilities for 

paraHelism is designed into the architecture and must be thoroughly understood by the 

micro/nano programmer to be exploited; often with significant difficulties due to the 

magnitude and complexity of their structure. 

lt is rossible to introduce natural paraHelism at the microarchitecture levet. That is, 

paraHelism which is achieved automatically by the nature of the implemented instruction 

interpretation mechanism in relationship to the base logic processes. The 

microprogrammer, while possibly bein~ aware of potential parallelism, is not faced with 

the complexities of man made parallelism. This strate~y was used successfully in the 

Datasaab FCPU (.5,6). Since this latter form of parailetism at the microarchitecture 

levet has not received wide spread description in the technical literature and since it has 

an important extrapolation to potential VLSI based microarchitectures, we shall devote 

the next section to considerin1~ the p,eneral principles behind this strateg)~ · 
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3. Cooperating Seguential Processes 

The title of this section seems like an appropriate candidate for a paper on operating 

systems, but as we shall see it has its place in developing systems of cooperating 

processes at the microarchitectural lev.el (in essence, the approach used for the 

FCPU). 

A model of this approach to microarchitecture is given In figure l. Notice that we 

divide the more conventional components of a microarchitccture lnto processcs. The 

processes cooperate via passing 11data 11 and status information to each other in 

producer-consumer relationships over synchronization registers. Microinstructions are 

provided to the execution processes via a microinstruction pipeline mechanism which 

prefetehes microinstructions from the control memory. 

The approach indicated here involves a centralized mlcroinstruction control and a 

distributed processes execution. Other models with less central control of 

microinstruction supply and truely autonomous distributed control amonRSt the processes 

is also a possibility; however, the full implications of this distribution in the context of 

conventional and higher leve! language oriented instruction set execution remains a 

problem for further research. An additional area for research involves the use of 

monitor concepts (7) for handling more than one-level producer-consumer relationships 

and the possible introduction of several processes of equal capability (ex. several ALU 

processe s). 
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This asynchronous form of microarchitecture control has its cost .in synchronization 

logic. llowever, even at the time the FCPU was constructed and custorn LSI was not 

widely available, the rartitioning of the dt'sign, imrlernentation anrl tcstin~ provided 

significant p·roject rclatcc1 advantages (8). With VLSI, such mechanisms bccome trivial 

and, in fact, desirable and probably neccssary as we shall describc in the followin~ 

section. 
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4. Natural ParaHelism in the VLSI Environrnent 

The availability of VLSI and especially CAn tools for VLSI wlll lead to the possibility of 

realizing new approaches to the programmin~ of base logic. Synchronization 

mechanisms, for example, implemented by newly defined logic cells will relieve the 

problem of costly implementation via standard MSI and SSI components. 

The PLA as one keystone of VLSI pro~rammed lop,ic is already well established due to 

the regularity of physical structure. lt is clear that the use of this programmlng form 

for base lo~ic will continue to be an irnportant factor for low levet process realization 

and in many cases provide an alternative to microarchitecture control strategies. 

How about the organization of several base lor,ic processes, particularly when less 

regular structures are required. Shall we resort to the use of unnaturat paraHelism 

with all its possibilities for creating cornplicated structures that are difficult to 

micropror,ram, test, maintain, etc .. In this authors opinion, that approach is asking for 

trouble. With VLSI, one will attempt more comprehensive architectures and to be able 

to design, implement and test these architectures, one necds to reduce, at all costs, the 

complexity of the structurinr, of processes and their programmed base lor,ic. 

lt seerns quite clear that VLSI design rules such as the If\i\1 LSSn (Levet Sense Sean 

Design) (9) will be essential for understanciability and testability. The step from these 

design rules to achieving true possibilities for natural paraHelism is not a Iong one. 

This basic type of asynchronous ch i p oq~anization has already been proposed (l 0). A 

general view of a chip organization for realizing natural parallelisrn (cooperatinr, 

processes) is shown in figure 2. 
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Here we see that logic close to the PA11S is used for PIN IN/OlJT control. In this 

environrnE'nt, signals are not delivered directly to and frorn processcs but are delivered 

to and frorn synchroni7.ation rcr-isters. Consequently, the use of externat connections 

to other components is multiplexed arnongst the on-chip rrocesses. Externat 

connections to other cornponents of similar skeleton structure would permit rrocesses to 
! 

cooperate in a IogicaJ systern environment across physical component boundaries via a 
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system bus. Two internal busses (for "data" and control signals) the V (vertical) and H 

(horizontal) bus are proposed in this chip architecture which can be used for connectin~ 

processes to the synchronizinr- memory. Placement al~orithms in the CAn system can 

be used to attach the processes to the most convenient bus. Processes dedicated to 

monitorin~ and testing must be included in this hi~hly structured environment so that 

internal "data" and status can be delivered in and out of the chip for testing and failure 

analysis. While we have been discussing processes of rnicroarchitectures, the reader 

will observe that this structure can weil apr>lY to r>rocess realization in Reneral. lt is 

quite possible that with appropriate CAD tools and appropriate descriptive lan~ua~es for 

expressinp, base logic (or convenient synthesis to base Jogic) newer forms of systerns 

architectures may weil avoid a microarchitectural leve! of the form we have been 

considerin~; be it harizontal or vertical (synchronous or asynchronous). 

nivergin~ for a moment from the subject of rnicroarchitectures for emulation and HLL 

instruction interpretation, we can observe that interestin~ applications of VLSI 

technolop,y invalving systolic algorithms (l l) have been pror>osed where there is inherent 

natural parallelism in the application influences the design of regular arrays of logic 

normally with homoReneous "data" pipelined synchronous contra!. Unfortunately, 

emulation and HLL instruction interpretation do not fit into this class of "application" 

parallelism. Process execution in this environment is extremely heterogeneous. 

However with asynchronous approaches as described above, we can hope to put sorne 

order into these camplex processes. 

5. Implications of Simplified Microarchitectures 

The possibilities of redistribution of functions between previous levels of hardware, 
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firmware and software architectures can be expanded with the introduction of a clearer 

notion of simpliHed microarchitectures and resultin~ process orP,anization. The view 

that all system architectural levels are composed of subsystems of cooperatin~ 

processes, with clean intra- as well as interlevel interfaces allows us to be~in to 

understand redistribution possibilities (perhaps, in some cases, eliminatin~ what we know 

as rnicroarchitectures today). 

Global desi~n rules can hopefully be evolved that will allow a uniform view of activities 

at all levels and thus permit us to encapsulate redistribution possibilitics into the CAD 

(in a broad sense) systems of tomorrow. In this environment assurnin~ the availability 

of powerful simulation engines, the necessary evaluatlon und insi~ht can be Rained. 

The synthesis of the pro~rammed loRic of all levels (hopcfully fewer levels than today) 

can be accomplished in a natural syrnbiosis bctween human and machinc. The synthesis 

of base lo~ic for VLSI structures alon~ these Iines for microarchitectures is already 

under expcrimentation (12). 

Tomorrows inte~rated CAn systern will hopefully provide the basis for not only 

attackinp, structural problems, desi~ner-manufacturer problems, testinR problems etc. but 

will also provide the basis for more understandable architcctures. 1-!opefully, in 

addition to other bi-produc ts of the CAn system, t he systern will produce its own 

educational trainin~ aids in the form of animations of static and dynamic structure. 

Such animiations devloped from simulation, in this authors opinion will be possible in the 

future. A pedogically designed systern will definitely provide improved econornical 

results by reducing cornplexity and consequently costs for users and maintainers. 

Unfortunately, these irnproved economical results for the user are in opposition to rnany 

computer manufacture r interests. The re is a marke t for qualified user assistance based 

upon the existence of complexity. Users arise! 
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6. Special Purpose System Architectures 

The use of microarchitectures in various types of special purpose machines has becorne 

popular in the last several years. That is, the use of microprograrn control for 

applications other that emulatlon and HLL instruction interpretation. Several of these 

projects have been possible due to the availability of bit-slice AUJ's and related 

m icrosequencers. We shall analyze a few project areas in this reRard. 

Microprogrammed systems involving bit-slice lop,ic have been introduced in a wide scale 

in signal processing. The requirement, as always here, is high processing capacity via 

relatively simple algorithms perhaps applied over several signal sources in parallel. 

nue to the homogeneity of the algorithms involved and the possibilities to develop even 

greater processing capacity, signal processing applications are good candidates to be 

realized in VLSI without the use of microprogrammed base logic. 

are already weil under way (13). 

These developments 

Another interesting area is data base rnachines where the "data" of the application is 

normally highly heterogeneous even though many attempts have been made to regularize 

data in order to apply associative searching (14). Moving more conventional data base 

approaches into data base machines will result in a definite need for highly structured 

programmed logic, quite probably including some form of microarchitecture. The ideas 

provided in sections 3 and 4 of this paper definitely apply to this environment. 

The final area we sha ll rnention is that of array processinp, systerns of the type used in 

image processing and analysis. Convenient irnplementation, of for example, picture 

operaters in this environment, requires the use of microprop,ra m control.· In this case, 

the microinstructions are routed to equal paraHel base lor,ic processes in a synchronous 
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manner. Each base logk process interprets the same mkroinstruction with its "local 

data". The main problem here is handling conditional transfers of control. 

Consequently, the architecture of this type of rnachine is usually constructed to execute 

short sequences over several microcycles without branching. Due to the regularity in 

the data structures the use of the systolk algorithm VLSI approach mentioned earHer 

seems quite appropriate in this area. 

During the 1970's, research attention has been drawn to nata Flow Architectures and 

the two references cited here were bask contributions leading to this research activity 

(15,16). The very nature of processing in this environment is asynchronous and the 

ideas presented in sections 3 and 4 are definitely appropriate. Processing demands for 

a Data Flow Architecture to repface conventional machlnes are of course 

heterogeneous. Certaln control aspects in this environment can utllize more regular 

forms of logk representing the reallzation of Petri-nets (17). lt will be interesting to 

see if practical systems using the data flow strategy become accepted during the 

1980's. 

7. Summary and Conduslons 

The approaches used in realizing mkroarchitectures have been presented and analyzed in 

respect to paraHeJism and complexity. lt has been argued that the use of asynchronous 

control, even in this architectural environment has many advantages for emulatlon and 

HLL in~truction interpretation. The structuring possibilities provided by the 

asynchronous strategy lead very conveniently into structuring ideas in the VLSI area. 

Possibilities for using systolk algorithms where homogeneous data structures are to be 

processed have been mentioned and contrasted to the heterogeneous world of emulatlon 
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and HLL instruction interpretation. Some impJications of simplifying and unifying 

notions of process programmed Jogic for redistribution and CAn have been presented. 

Finally, some areas were microarchitectures have been used in producing special purpose 

systems architecture have been analyzed and some trends for developments in these 

areas have been considered • 

We can conclude that the 1980's wlU probably be an era of slow change for system 

architectures (includlng microarchltectures) due to the possibilities made available by 

VLSI and CAD systems. Hopefully we shall move in the direction of producing highly 

structured systems that will be easier to design, implement, test, maintain and utilize. 

Further, that the systems of tomorrow wiU be easier to understand and provide for wide 

spread education for new categories of "users" and laymen. The generalization of the 

process-oriented approach advocated in this paper has been used successfuJJy in 

presenting a weil structured overview of computer systems concepts and terminology for 

people from a variety of walks of Iife (18). 
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